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Carol Mullae, a member of
Sweet Honey in the Rock,
describes the music as being
"great black music."
Sweet Honey in the Rock is an
a capella group that sings gospel
music. Their music is described
by fans as rhythmic and melodic
boasting educational, spiritual
and uplifting lyrics.
GrammyAward winning
gospel group Sweet Honey in
the Rock performed atA&T this
past Sunday for the reopening of
Harrison Auditorium.
By Deidre Stroman
Contributor
at Harrison Auditorium
World renowned gospel group performs
Aggies weigh in on age-old debateA&T linebackerWilbert Johnson;
goodplayer and
parent 'Nigger'or 'Nigga': word choices that endear or oppress?
By Dexter Mullins
Contributor
Saniya Shine, daughter of
Wilbert Johnson, cheering for
her father.
because they're stillBlack. It's
person
"I couldn't fathom dealing
with two heritages," Irwin said.
"I have friends who are mixed
and they struggle daily with theii
heritage. In some cases, we as
Blacks treat them as though they
aren't Black enough, and Whites
are cautious around them
SeeIT Word on Page 2
just a struggle
issue was whether or not other
cultures using 'our word' is
While there may have been
differing views on the usage of
the word itself, another major
'nigga' sound. I have never
pitch in the word coming from
an African American it doesn't
offend me because to me that's a
form ofpassion, of love."
heard a black person say to
someone else what's up my nig-
ger?" Hill said. "In my opinion,
if there is a loud to moderate
offense in a word. Our culture
pronounces the word with a
overtone that changes the
"It's not disappointing that it
has become so commercial,
because that's justbusiness,"
Irwin said, "It's disappointing
because we have accepted it and
we make it ok."
use the word.
It became a question of
whether or not people ofother
culture can be "Black enough" to
In some instances, being half-
black and half -white canpresent
a huge social challenge. Irwin
viewed the situation as a con-
stant internalbattle withinthe
today's mainstream youth cul-
ture.
The commercialism of the
word wouldbe its place in
more."
"We don't want to put our
dirty laundry in the street, but we
do it through entertainment,"
Shird said. "It's justmusic imi-
tating life. Once it becomes com-
mercial, it'snot exclusive any-
acceptable.
Many in the discussion felt
that there was no reason that
anyone outside ofthe African
American race should be
allowed to use the word, but
there was a select few that
thought otherwise.
Sbbahes imnmem on Pago 3
the making
undergraduate
minority owned
nursing school in
Nation's first
"Unconsciously or subcon-
sciously, we all have a special
Phonics instructor, Professor
Ingram Hill, originally a specta-
tor of the discussion, stood up to
address the audience to drive
home a point.
'nigga' should be used, some felt
that it came down to the delivery
of the word, not so much what it
used to mean.
While personal preference did
seem to have a large impact on
the choice ofwhether or not
[nigga] to tear down our black
men, to me it's justa choice that
I make; not to use it."
product ofmy environment'and
the way black women use it
Irwin said. "My family didn't
want me falling into being 'a
Development claimed that she
never used the word at all.
"Up until working with col-
lege students over the last four
years, everyone that I knew used
it in a negative connotation,"
Not all the speakers on the
panel agreed fully with Shird's
opinion. Ms. Shawna Irwin from
the Office of Student
said, "we use it more than they
do. We need to yank nigga away
from White supremacists."
"TheKu Klux Klan, in certain
sects, has denounced the use of
the word because they say 'oh,
the niggas own it now,' Shird
room abuzz and presented some
challenging ideas.
between nigger and nigga, Shird
brought up many touchy issues
about the word that kept the
Shird encouraged those in the
discussion to own the word, and
all of its baggage. Stating that
there really is no difference
Blackness."
"I think that we as Blacks
today find it difficult to agree on
the word 'nigga' because of the
many different things in our cul-
ture," Shird said, "We need to
get past this one idea of
Itwas very apparent that there
were several differing opinions,
but in the eyes of speech profes-
sor Dr. Myra Shird, that was not
the underlying issue.
how it is perceived now versus
how itwas perceived in the past
This was a chance for the stu-
dent body to educate themselves
on the nature of the word and
On Sept. 20, the Pan Hellenic
Council held a forum to allow
students and faculty to discuss
the impact and changes of the
"N" word.
Nursing at the bachelor's level
in the history ofCalifornia. This
proposal culminates six years of
effort to obtainapproval for the
unique program.
Sob lirff>iSclwl onPage 3
Christian-basedSchool of
AUHS is the first minority
owned, minority serving,
was founded by Kim Dang and
Rev. Gregory A. Johnson.
Located in Bixby Knolls,
Calif., AUHS, formally called
theAmerican Institute of Health
Sciences, began in 1994 and
research as the beginning steps
toward developing much needed
scholarly nurses.
The program was created to
operate at a fast pace, allowing
students fresh out ofhigh school
to obtain a bachelor's degree in
nursing in three years. The cur-
riculum is focused on evidence
based practice and nursing
obtain a nursing degree
only be open to those that have
taken the pre-requisites to
The AUHS School of nursing
will open in Jan. 2007, starting
with only 24 students. It will
owned school ofnursing in the
history ofCalifornia.
nursing program, being the first
private for profit minority
application for theAmerican
University ofHealth Sciences
(AUHS) to open a pre-licensure
Bachelor of Science degree
voted for the passing of the
On Sept. 15, the California
Board ofRegistered Nursing
Contributor
By Alicia Moore
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Closed for renovation since
2004, Harrison Auditorium was
once home to an assortment of
student programs and perform-
A&T's Harrison Auditorium
has been re-opened after a two
year renovation.
By Sheridan Long
Contributor
Chavis named several of the
many culturally significant lead-
ers who graced the stage of
HarrisonAuditorium, such as
singer MarianAnderson and
philosopher Alain Locke.
Marcus Bass, a sophomore busi-
ness administration major, was
also moved by the occasion.
A&T's first drama department
directorafter initiating the pro-
gram himself.
Harrison Auditorium; she said
Richard B. Harrison, the son of
two fugitive slaves, became
Senior Development Officer
MartineE. Chavis recounted the
historical significance of
Center. We could afford a big-
time speaker," Watkins said.
"When we have speakers-
it's cheaper to rent out Harrison
as opposed to the Alumni
grams. Natasia Watkins remem-
bers how well the facility has
servedA&T students in the past
formances and studentpro-
In 2006, Harrison Auditorium
will continue to house musical
performances, theatrical per-
ances
year renovation
Harrison Auditorium re-opens after two
September 27, 2006
Sweet Honey in the Rock re-opens Harrison
song "Greed".
SOB SWIlthay on Page 6
"They made me think, 'am I
really greedy?" Brandon
Donaldson said referring to the
The song selectionrequired
audience participation. While
Songs like "ILike it" and "I'm
Young and Positive" expressed
selflove and motivation, others
were educational and made audi-
ence membersreflect on their
own insecurities and faults.
Auditorium
emotions in Harrison
There was an air of stirred
major
one concert in their life. This
has changed my perspective on
so many things," said Sierra
Napier, a sophomore journalism
and mass communications
"they are so wonderful.
Everyone needs to attend at least
"It's the community thatkeeps
us going. As long as they love
our music and our message we'll
keep striving," Mullae said.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 47.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 70.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 50.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near74.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 74.
Monday night: Mostly clear
with a low around 53. OFFER AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION
Tuesday: Mostly sunny with a
high around 77.
1615Westover Terrace
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear
with a low around 49.
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A&T campus police earn CALEA accreditation
By Jessica Simmons
Contributor enforcement agency to our com-munity," said Lt. Black.
The accreditation process is a
never ending process for the
department. Although a depart-
ment receives accreditation it
will be up for re-accreditation in
another three years, so all the
hard work and long hours start
all over again.
Sse AwrwIUtiM an Page 7
Bigelow will strive to follow
While in office Marion Lynch,
former Police Chiefmade it his
biggest priority for the depart-
ment to begin the accreditation
process. Police ChiefCurtis
On July 29, Lt. Black and
Chief Curtis Bigelow went
before the Commission on
Accreditation for Law
Enforcement Agencies Inc.
(CALEA) and explained toa
committee whyA&T's police
department deserved tobe
accredited.
ises to improve the community
as well as the University and its
students.
reports.
completion of search and
seizures must be documented in
internal matters such as the pro-
motion ofemployees and the
order for the department to pre-
pare for this accreditation, things
had tobe done slightly different.
Now everything has to be docu-
mented and turned in. Simple
PreviouslyA&T's police
department lacked accreditation.
The department's lack of accred-
itation was due to a lack of doc-
umentation ofprocedures. In
"We will continue to get better
and better," Bigelow said.
through with this process The department had to re-
vamp old policies as well as cre-
ate new ones. Every few years
CALEA standards are refur-
bished in order to continue
improving law enforcement
agencies.
full accreditation in theirpolice
department either.
Even though other university
Police Departments are accredit-
ed such as UNC and NC State
no other HBCU in the nation has
received full accreditation before
A&T. UNC-G does not have
departments commitment ofpro-
viding the best professional law
"Accreditation is apart of the
The commission committee
voted unanimously to grant the
department full accreditation this
summer.
"Having accreditation raised
us to another level of profession-
alism," said Lt. Barry Black,
accreditation manager.
making efforts to comply with
therule(s).
write separate policies for indi-
vidual standards to prove that
A&T'spolice department is
There are 446 different stan-
dards a department has to com-
ply with to receive the accredita-
tion honor. Lt. Black and others
within the department had to
working with the University's
Police Department; he still man-
aged to head a three year long
accreditation process that prom-
Lt. Barry Black has many
titles under his belt, throughout
his approximate nine years
achieve this
A&T's Department of Police
and Public Safety has earned
accreditation from the
Commission on Accreditation
for Law Enforcement Agencies
Inc. (CALEA); it is the first his-
torically black university to
other side, there is a line that
you don't cross. You justhave
to know when to turn it on and
off."
"I can't blame them [Whites]
because it is mainstream vocab-
ulary," Ingram said. "On the
"N" Word
wrong.
Hill raised the point of
whether or not wecan blame
Whites forcalling Blacks 'nig-
gas' when we let them. In her
opinion, it becomes a matter of
knowing when it is right and
Continued from Page 1
nights on language and not on
behavior, we're always going to
be 'niggas'."
behaviors versus just the lan-
guage. Ifwe spend days and
"Ifwe act like what they
[Whites] called us, then we are
one," Shird said. "This is the
last semester I will do forums
on the N word. We are never
going to agree and we need to
have more forums about the
For Shird, it all comes down
not to fault, but to actions. It is
the actions ofBlack America,
Shird said, that determines the
word's true meaning.
selves."
"I can't fault them for using
it ifwe aren't ready to fault our-
"There's a part ofme that
isn't as mad because we have
given people license to use it,"
Irwin said.
7-day
weather
forecast
cingularWednesday Night: Mostlyclear, with a low around 54.
noon. Partly cloudy, with a high
near 77. Chance ofprecipitation
is 30%.
Thursday: Achance ofshow-
ers and thunderstorms after
Thursday Night: A chance of
showers. Partly cloudy, with a
low around 54. Chance ofpre-
cipitation is 30%.
Friday: A chance of showers.
Partly cloudy, with a high near
70. Chance ofprecipitation is
30%. J * „ - #
Harrison reopens
Full speed ahead.
We remove the barriers, so you can accelerate your career.
We've created an environment that's conducive to personal
and professional growth and success. At Ernst & Young, we're
recognized for our inclusive culture that expects everyone to
contribute and everyone to grow. Stop justlong enough to visit
us on campus, or at ey.com/us/careers.
"[The newly renovated
HarrisonAuditorium] will take
this institution into the next cen-
tury," Chavis said.
newly reopened state-of-the-art
Harrison Auditorium will contin-
ue to positively impact our com-
munity like Harrison himself.
transference ofknowledge and
history", is confident that the
The newly renovated Harrison
Auditorium has better acoustics
and more comfortable seating.
Chavis, who believes in "the
I feel privileged to be a part of
this history," Bass said.
African Americans and to us as
past and present Aggies.
"Seeing the inside ofthis
facility- it was really a monu-
ment; a testament to us as
TO WORK FORS
100BEST
COMPANIES^
Nursing School
Continued from Page 1
LIMIT
QualityInEverything We Do
This new program aims to
address the nursing shortage
and is the onlythree-year nurs-
ing program in Orange County
and L.A.
thanked the board, its nursing
education consultant, its execu-
tive officer and most important-
ly God, for this much needed
and historical achievement.
In Rev. Johnson's closing
remarks to the board, he
and philanthropist will reach
out and work through the uni-
versity's non-profit arm.
agencies, private individuals
It is hoped with the develop-
ment of the program that hospi-
tals, health insurance compa-
nies, governmental funding
health and welfare of the citi-
zens ofLong Beach, L.A. and
Orange County."
much to have their support of
our program and support for
opportunity they will now have
to partner with us to offer schol-
arships for our students. Such
[a] partnership will mean so
health care system and the
excited about therelationships
we have built with the area
"We are very excited about
the three-yearbaccalaureate
offered in Long Beach," said
Rev. Gregory A. Johnson, COO
ofAUHS. "But we are most
nursing program that will be
In a recent article in Nursing
Spectrum, Dr. Williams said,
"we've made very little
progress in alleviating health
disparities related to lifestyles
and cultural lifestyle issues."
Williams, also president ofthe
National Coalition of Ethnic
Minority Nurse Associations,
(NCEMNA) further states, there
is limited information about
why these disparities exist. She
believes that the nursing
research offered by the new
program will find much needed
answers to help close the health
gap-
The program is being directed
by Betty SmithWilliams, Ph.D.,
R.N., FAAN and former dean of
the School ofNursing, at the
University ofColorado Health
Sciences Center. She was also
a professor from California
State University at Long Beach
and the first hired black nursing
professor in the state of
California since 1956.
We have been working at this
for six years and finally the
board sees the bigpicture and
necessity for the program," said
Dr. Charles Jogwe, Chief
Academic Officer.
"I am excited, and it is truly a
blessing to get where we are.
Page3 TheA&TItegister Sm™ek87,8006
Famed drama to be performed at A&T
nsends is that anybody can startfrom the bottom and go to the
top." Tickets can be purchased at
Target, RBC, American Express,
Director Greg Horton
said "the message this play
not a student. The theater had a
lot ofsupport and participation
from the community.
Cameron Dashiel make up this
year's Dreamgirls. Alder Quick
also is a Dreamgirl and she is
eight Dreamgirls because he has
two casts. Jeremye Totter, Asia
Hester, JoanAnderson, and
Dreamgirls, Horton selected
Lee Ralph and Loretta Devine
In the A&T production of
Oct. 5
office. The price for tickets are
as follows; adults $20 and North
Carolina A&T students $5 and
children under 12 are $15. Show
dates are only in the month of
October and the first show is
and for more informationyou
can contact the A&T tneatre
were Jennifer Holiday, Sheryl
The original 1982
Broadway play cast members
Other cast members
include Eddie Murphy, Danny
Glover, Jamie Foxx, and former
American Idol Jennifer Hudson.
Filming began January 24, 2006
and the expected release date is
set for late December.
bootleg tape of it and I've been
hearing about Deena and every-
thing about her because my cho-
reographer is obsessed with her."
Broadway, but I have seen the
Dreamgirls since I was about 15
I've never seen it because I was
born the year it was on
happy! I've been hearing about
starts shaking because I'm so
leading role of Deana Jones. On
movies.about.com, Knowles said
"I'm so excited about it I can't
even talk and my voice just
Dreamgirls is scheduled to
play in theaters December 2006
Beyonce will be playing the
towers of the set were choreo-
graphed into the action ofthe
play. Like Robbins, he did more
than choreograph steps; he put
the entire show into motion."
style ofchoreography and stag-
ing whichreached its ultimate
realization in Dreamgirls (1981),
where even the computerized
undoubtedly his fluid, cinematic
www.glbtq.com, "the winner of
eight TonyAwards, Bennett's
legacy to musical theater is
The play was written by
Michael Bennett, who was an
American musical theater direc-
tor, choreographer, and dancer.
According to the website
Horton said.
"The show chose me. I refer
to it as my signature show,"
seven times
Dreamgirls director Greg
Horton.
Greg Horton has directed
Dreamgirls four times and has
served as costume designer
(Deena, Effie, Lorrell) and in the
racially turbulent 60's. Actors in
this production were referred to
as a "triple threat, someone who
can sing, dance, and act," said
African-American girl group
roaring with talent and is defi-
nitely entertaining. The story is
about therise and fall ofan
Reigning for ten years
on Broadway, Dreamgirls is
By SophiaDowning
Contributor
A&T's school of theatre has
decidedto present to the
Greensborocommunity and
Aggies their fall production
"Dreamgirls."
Continued from Page 1
going to be all peachy at the end
ofthe day and terrorists will just
go home. This is an on-going
process; a process that might
never end. So how are you, as a
reader, feeling about this? You
think this is justanother random
warning? Because it's not.
Al-Qaida has issued reports to
Muslims living in the U.S. to get
out. Especially those in the
Washington D.C. and New York
areas because big terror attacks
are due. This time, the attacks
will not be headlined weapons
like airplanes; they will only use
something more along the lines
ofweapons of mass destruction
only.
Bin
out by
Osama
singled
Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri
for his various accomplishments.
The FBI has also reported that
in 2004, El-Shukrijumah was
last seen in Mexico, where he hi-
jackeda plane so he could trans-
port a nuclear weaponand
nuclear equipment to the U.S. I
don't know about the rest of the
country, but I'm concerned that
this man hi-jacked a plane and
smuggled nuclear equipment into
the country and he's just had
Copy Desk Chief
Joshua Capers
IfI told you that your loan of
$2,000 would cost $3,000 next
year, would you be concerned?
What if I told you that ifyou
give me $700 now, in a year I
will pay you back $1,000 -
would this interest you? Finally,
ifI told you that the starting
salary of $50,000 for next year is
only "really" worth about
$40,000 before taxes in today's
dollars, would you care?
In the face of the disparities
facing the African-American
community, whether in health or
in wealth, too few of us are liter-
ate in economics to address the
issues in a matter that forces us
to collaborate and unite under
solutions that better life for
one common goal to produce
Economics is interesting and
challenging, whether you are
great at math or not. Rather, the
question is what social problems
are you willing to solve, and
how determined you are to
develop a rational solution.
Future columns consistof
attempts to relate national eco-
nomic issues to the impact they
have on the African American
community.
us cover.
Feel free to contact me at
valexander07@yahoo.com with
any comments or suggestions as
to what you would like to have
and Macroeconomics, itbecomes
a little sticky. To divulge further,
it is not like economics is a
major topic of discussion in the
household. After all, I have
neverheard my mom talk about
the marginal rate of substitution,
income effect, or the effects of
interest rates and inflation on
credit card rates, home loans, or
school loans!
everyone
We, the Aggie Economics
Association and the Department
of Economics and Transportation
ofLogistics, are introducing this
column-so that an ongoing con-
versation about these kinds of
disparities may begin and can be
to eat your salads with lettuce
instead of spinach for the fear of
E.coli, that is also economics!
Sometimes, economics seems
so uninteresting because it is
oversimplified to just the study
of the economy. Economics is
much more than that! When NFL
and NBA sports announcers
compile a list of stats and show
More recently, when you decided
conducted within a framework production, distribution and con-
that relies on economic knowl on ofgoods and services,
edge. Economics studies how
To talk about African individuals and societies
Americans being con- seek to satisfy its needs
sumedwith materialism and wants,
is trite, tried and true. Economics is so fun-
With the disparities we damentally important in
have, we need to infuse everyday affairs, yet
ourselves with econom- how many people actual-
ics, an area that affects ly study or use it? What
every aspect ofour
lives. So instead of
talking about the
Vinctricia Alexander
Contributor
you decided to wea
this morning is eco-
nomics! When you
obvious, I will provide an
overview of economics and in
future articles, address a number
ofproblems that befuddle our
decidedto put your money into a
certificate ofdeposit rather a
regular savings or checking
account, thatwas economics!
community.
Just the other day when I told
someone that I was an econom-
ics major, he asked me ifthat
had something to do with cook-
ing. Just like him, many people
are unsure of what economics is.
Others just think that it is the
study of the economy or the
market. A more formal definition
of economics is the study of the
safe?Are we really
African American economic
majors pale considerably in com-
parison to every other ethnic
group majoring in economics?
In a study conducted, it was
found that out of the top 25
graduate schools, there were
only 13 black economists. One
reason thatAfrican Americans
do not major in economics is
because of the lack of exposure
to the field in high school. Most
high schools offerbusiness class-
es, but most ofthe courses are
business and accounting.
Economics is hardly ever
offered. I can attest to this
because I, too, had never heard
ofeconomics until I was recruit-
ed by the chairperson ofA&T's
Economics and Transportation
Logistics Department.
Furthermore, professors have a
wide latitudinal stretch in how
they teach economics. Some pro-
fessors are more theory-based,
while others are more math-
based. Either way, after
Principles ofMicroeconomicsthen why does the number of
So, ifeveryone is affectedby
economics, they can better plan
the future with the basic knowl-
edge ofhow it works, and it is a
fieldwhere there are a plethora
ofjob opportunities available,
econometrics and statistics. The
jobs are variedand span further
than justbeing an Economist.
micro-, macro-, political, interna-
tional, labor and even include
resource economics to health,
The discipline has many areas
of study. They range from
esting
those across the television screen
or on the website, who was
responsible for those statistics?
What about when the same
announcer says that, in the histo-
ry of the NBA, 78 percent of
teams who win the first two
games ofthe finals win the
finals. As an aside, with the
recent upset of the Dallas
Mavericks' loss, those stats will
have to be adjusted! But the
point is, economics can be inter-
Darrick Ignasiak
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"Krazie" Flavor ofLove drama:What's really goin' on...
greatness
and they then find any reason to
try to throw heroff balance,
bring her down, and have her
question her own individual
Let's kill this. Let's be better
than this. Let's observe the
beauty of others, all the while
acknowledging and appreciating
the beauty in our own selves.
Whether you want to do things
naturally or seek externally to
alter your beauty, justbe sure to
do it for you. Yes, it is human
nature to compare things -
including yourselfto others...but
that can only be taken but so far.
make sure we keep watering and
cutting our own.. .and let life do
what it does in return.
We shouldn't punish some-
one because we wish our grass
were justas green as theirs. All
we can do is just continue to
Sistas at A&T - sistas
EVERYwhere: whether shaded
plum, fudge, milk chocolate,
caramel, cinnamon, peach or
banana.. .1 know I've saidit
at least one sista -
before, but I'm going to say it
again until I get itright and
someone
hears me
Unfortunately, in a society
that still somehow manages to
hold the standard ofbeauty with
a European thumb, possibly
these women just don't see
it...which is howKrazie, in turn
ends up having to catch much
unnecessary heat, as a result.
The chocolate sistas in the
house have the thick lips, the
naturally jet-black hair, the beau-
tifully shaped noses that fit their
faces justright..and of course
the very "healthy" hips, back-
sides, and chests. They are able
to relax theirnaturally kinky hair
and add very long extensions to
it and even dye their tresses, plus
add a whole lot of unnecessary
make-up to their faces - perhaps
in hopes ofat least coming close
to achieving whatever they feel
they lack upon comparing them-
selves to women like Krazie.
Yet, they are still unsatisfied,
as they look towards her with so
much envy and therefore resent-
ment, that it drives them crazy,
And what is even crazier is
that the ones who have given her
such a hard time don'treally
have a reason to spite her so
much about being whatever it is
they envy. Krazie is definitely a
beautiful girl in her own way,
but she is no more beautiful than
the very ones who harass her for
no valid reason
However.. .unlike the three
previously stated possibilities
behind why this girl constantly
seems to be the main center of
heated arguments and fights in
the house - especially when she
rarely, if ever, initiates them -
there is one possibility that may
be less obvious, but is still most
disturbing.
The other houseguests' idea
that Krazie is so "fake" could've
possibly originated from the
episode, when many of his fel-
low rap friends visited the house
maker and goes' around looking and one ofthem quizzed Krazie
for random problems with the about Flav's music.. .to which
women, similar to how infamous she eventually admitted to not
houseguest nicknamed "New knowing.
York," from last sea- However, the question
son (and recently rein- begs to be asked: On a
traduced for this sea- nationally televised pro-
son) tends to operate? gram where there is an
Not quite. array ofwomen vying for
Is it solely because the attention ofa nationally
she does happen to be known old school hip-hop
one ofFlav's personal legend who they didn't per-
favorites from early in sonally know before the
the show? show but claim to. onlv in
Quite possibly.
Or, perhaps it is
the most on-the-sur-
Jameya Porter
Online Editor
the course ofsome weeks,
eventually love or seriously
care about.. .can either of
face reason commonly regarded
by the other women in the house
(for their own individual reasons,
be them logical or not) - that
she's fake?
Possibly so.
these women really qualify to
point fingers at another about
being fake?
But back to the main issue at
hand. Throughout the course of
this season, Krazie has been the
target ofcountless confrontations
and accusations, and the truth of
the matter is, it is not because
she seeks them out.. .it isn't
because she is "fake".. .nor is it
so much that she is one ofFlav's
favs. Simply put, it is because
she looks the way that she does.
Krazie is a seemingly tall,
slim woman who has what
appears tobe naturally very long
hair, a very light skin complex-
ion, and sort of"exotic" facial
features.. .whereas the majority
of the other women in the houseIs it because she is a trouble-
other women,
It doesn't take a rocket sci-
entist to figure out that there is
always non-stop drama and triv-
ial bicker spinning out ofcontrol
between all ofthe women in the
house, but out ofevery female
on the show, there is one girl in
particular nicknamed by Flav as
"Krazie," who has probably had
the most run-ins with the other
houseguests thanany ofthe
One thing, however, that
might go unnoticed to the naked
eye about this particular sea-
son... is a not-so-direct, yet still
somewhat troubling issue that,
although represented on a much
smaller scale through the show,
is still a harsh reality for society
as whole.
Silliness, drama, chaos and
justsheer entertainmentare
among them.
mind
Like last season, when one
thinks of this season ofVH1's
popular reality seriesFlavor of
Love - which is basically about a
bunch ofrandom, physically
attractive women personally
selected by 47-year-old hip-hop
celebrity Flavor Flav, to see who
would truly "win his heart" in
the end by proving their loyalty,
interest and "love" for him -
several words might come to
I find myself rooting for this
girl - not really caring about
how Flav's love life (if that's
about ultimately being with
what you wanna call it) ends up
or who gets their secret wish
Flavor Flav romantically, or at
leastbeing with his money and
fame - but justrooting for her
because she is targeted mostly
for certain things that are beyond
her control. Not only that, but
all things considered, she holds
her own in the house.
Many of the chocolate sistas
band togetherand justattack her
left and right, whenever the
opportunity presents itself.. .and
it is ridiculous.
They might not realize what
they're doing...or why they're
doing it.. .and neither might
many of the show's viewers, but
it's definitelyreal.
are mostly chocolate-colored sis-
tas, with many dominantphysi-
cal features, from head to toe.
The women look at her, I sup-
pose, as what theywish they
could be. They feel that she is a
threat- not solely or mostly
because she is one ofFlav's
favorite girls.. .but because she
physically has most ofwhat they
don't, and vice-versa. But why?
Even in 2006, why do we still
think like this - consciously or
subconsciously?
Jameya Porter can be
reached at
JameyaPorter@yahoo. com
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Mexican border into the U.S.
The WorldNet Daily previously
reported that Adnan El-
Shukrijumah, who is a trained
nuclear technician and accom-
plished pilot, will serve as the
field com- i 1
for the
mander
next ter-
rorist
attack on
U.S. soil.
He also
has been
and maybe before. Even
To add insult to injury, there's
a mosque in N.Y. that is known
for putting out terrorist activity.
They have raised millions of dol-
lars for the Jihad, and they have
basically beenbrewing up terror-
ist activity since the early 90s
Gulshair el-Shukrijumah, father
to Adnan el-Shukrijumah, was
appointed duties of the Imam
when he moved to the Brooklyn
Mosque in 1985. So, were we
destinedfor failure for over 20
years?
Just like the levees weren't
ready for Katrina, the U.S. was-
n'tready for our twin brothers to
fall. So, will Uncle Samprotect
our family this reunion?
time to sit back and plot. No
one even knows ifhe's in the
country still because the last
time he was spotted was two
years ago... so, how safe do you
feel?
Joshua Capers can be
reached at
jacapers@ncat.edu.These weapons have allegedly
been smuggled across the
Are we really safe? 911 is not
just an emergency phone num-
ber, but it's a date to be instilled
into the minds ofAmericans.
I believe that we, as a country,
have totally let down our guard
and defenses as oppose to keep-
ing security at a stronghold. It's
not like we don't have our troops
in countries where they are not
wanted, so things are not just
CDC and the Food and Drug
Administration. The first federal
press release went out that day.
"It's essentially a laundry list of
every food we can imagine,"
Plantenga, a 30-year-old
researcher who had previously
Keene noted Wednesday. "The
thing that jumped out at us was
that four out of the five said they
had eaten bagged spinach."
coli" into the Google search
tracked contaminated almonds,
then punched "spinach and E.
engine. Bingo. She found a 2003
case in which 13 residents of
Sequoias Retirement Village in
California's Portola Valley were
sickened after eating raw spinach.
On Wednesday, Sept. 13,
Keene e-mailed Oregon's informa-
tion to the CDC. As first report-
ed by the Oregonian newspaper,
Keene heard back within about
10 minutes. That was when he
learned about Wisconsin, where
officials had likewise started to
zero in on spinach.-
On Sept. 7, a 77-year-old retired
bank clerk from a small
Wisconsin town bordering on
Lake Michigan died from kidney
failure attributed to E. coli.
Since then, the food-borne ill-
nesses have spread to at least 23
states. Hot on the heels have
been scientists and public health
officials, who are deploying the
microscope, the Internet and an
adrenaline-laced intellect familiar
to fans of the "CSI" television
franchise.
"Ofcourse, this is a very
daunting task," Robert Bracket,
director of the Food and Drug
Administration's Center for Food
Safetyand Applied Nutrition,
said on CNN. "It's very much a
needle in the haystack."
devoted to tracking the outbreak
of E. coli-related diseases. Some
investigators are members of
The Atlanta-based Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
now has about 80 employees
what's called the Epidemic
Intelligence Service, working
closely with state health depart-
ments. Some oftheir tools were
forged in the wake of past E. coli
outbreaks.
WASHINGTON _ The federal
disease detectives now tracking
bad spinach heard the first alarms
on an otherwise quiet Friday, 13
days ago
Several children had also fallen
severely ill in early September,
and a total of five adults hadbeen
stricken. Normally, Wisconsin
officials say they expect about 200
such illnesses in a year.
"That was a sentinel event,"
Wisconsin Department of Health
and Family Services spokesman
Jason Helgerson said Wednesday.
"It really set up the red flag."
PulseNet and filed reports of
So on Sept. 8, Wisconsin offi-
cials signed on to a password-pro-
tected federal database called
what they had
Coordinatedby the CDC,
PulseNet is a network that was
created following a 1993 E. coli
outbreak. It includes a database
now stocked with some 32,000
images of E. coli samples. An
"A message goes out, alerting
others to this uptick, so there is
heightened attention," CDC
Internet chat room enables offi-
cials to share observations.
spokeswoman Jennifer Morcone
explained Wednesday.
Several thousand miles away,
Oregon officials were sifting
through their own evidence.
Not yet aware of the Wisconsin
cases, Oregon public health offi-
cials learned of three E. coli cases
shortly after 6 p.m. on Friday,
Sept. 8. They'd seen such things
before
Oregon. That, said Dr. William
Keene, Oregon's senior epidemi-
ologist, "kicked into high gear"
But by Tuesday, Sept. 12, two
more E. coli cases appeared in
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Atlantis cleared for
Thursday landing
The A&T BlisterSeptember 27, 2006
CSI: Spinach: How federal
investigators tracked a
lethal leafy green By Martin MerzerMcClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)"
By Michael Doyle
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
the state's detective efforts.
Melissa Plantenga, a special-
studies coordinator with the
Oregon Department of Human
Services, set about calling the five
victims with a 400-question sur- "It's not uncommon to see little
bits ofpieces of things floating
by," flight director Paul Dye said.
Still, anything that might damage
Atlantis' heat shield is carefully
analyzed by NASA.
An undetected gap in shuttle
Columbia's left wing triggered the
chain of events that destroyed
that shuttle and killed its seven
astronauts
bag. The other, Hale said, prob-
ably was a "shim stick" _ a thin,
plastic, 4-inch-long, 1-inch-wide
tool used during the installation
ofthe shuttle's protective tiles.
"Sorry we're being a litterbug
here," he said
Three other pieces of debris
were seen near the shuttle
Wednesday, but mission man-
agers said theywere of no conse-
quence
"We are cleared for entry," said
Wayne Hale, shuttle program
manager for the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration. "Nothing was
found to be missing or damaged."
At least two objects appeared to
float away from Atlantis on
Tuesday as the crew tested steer-
ing jets and other equipment
needed during landing.
One was believed to be a plastic
produced during re-entry
through the Earth's atmosphere.
Concern about the shuttle's
structural integrity was aroused
after several unknown objects
were seen floating near the craft.
The objects apparently separated
from Atlantis, but meticulous
inspections found no evidence of
any impacts or any other reason
to worry about the ship, NASA
said
MIAMI _ Extensive
inspections detected no damage
to shuttle Atlantis, and its six
astronauts were cleared to land
Thursday morning at the
Kennedy Space Center, mission
managers said Wednesday.
The crew, led by Brent Jett Jr.,
was scheduled to end the 12-day
mission at 6:21 a.m. EDT, shortly
before dawn. A second opportu-
nity would arrive at 7:57 a.m.
Meteorologists predicted favor-
able weather.
The development came after
Jett's crew employed cameras
mounted on Atlantis' robotic arm
to inspect the shuttle's protective
skin, which must shield the astro-
nauts from the blow torch ofheat
They "called with independent
suspicions that spinach was
On Sept. 14, officials hooked
up a conference call with the
involved," Morcone said
Philadelphia."
urban areas in
muralprogram in
underdeveloped
communities, in
a wealthy man-
ner, but as a person.
(I) try to stay hon-
estand sincere to
people. I want to
actually start a
1 guess I consic
rr myself a can-
vass in a sense
hat everyday is
lifferent cre-
ition.Every out-
it I put togethei
see as a piece c
irt."
CollajCollection.co
m or POSE2.com
To get more
information about
his clothing line, go
to
much input into one
thing. Everything is
balanced, " he said.
through the years of
working for myself
and being in school;
not putting too
amongst every-
thing. I learned to
balance my time
That's my number
one priority
"I guess I con-
sider myselfa can-
vass in a sense that
everyday is a differ-
ent creation. Every
outfit I put together
I see as a piece of
Purnell's own
sense of fashion is
implemented into
all ofhis clothing.
His unique fash-
ion designs consist
ofan urban style
mixed with Philly,
D.C., New York
and Italian culture.
design ofhis busi-
ness and is also the
head ofpromotion
and maketing.
thought ofthe con-
cept, name and
Amongst his
accomplishments,
he owns a clothing
line called Collaj
Collection. He
business major at
A&T, Purnell has
already accom-
plished many ofhis
goals.
"( I see myself) at
the top; being suc-
cessful, not only in
greater success five
years from now.
Purnell sees him-
selfearning even
said,
Philly so that kind
ofhelped change
who I was," he
that's kind ofwhy I
am who I am right
now. It's a big art
community in
"Just growing up
in WestPhilly...
Contributor
ARE YOU ONE OF THE VICTIMS? Want some "Food and Liquor with Fiasco?
ByKia Goosby
Contributor
By Thomas Clemens
A combinationof these fac-
tors can send a freshman home
at the end oftheir first year fif-
teen pounds or heavier than they
were before they arrived in the
fall.
concerned about what exactly
they are putting into their bodies
aroundwhile women are just
as happy sitting around talking
inside.
"We lose weight because we
stop eating, we spend most of
our time on the basketball court
or football field with the extra
time thatwe do have. We don't
really sleep as much and weMany A&T students battle
with this
issue
choice
Freshmen are faced with the
challenge ofnot gaining the
"freshman 15."This conception
predicts that many freshmen
will gain at least 15 pounds dur-
ing their first yearofstudy at
the college or university of their
man
Chanel
Jackson,
a fresh-
mass
commu- SUBMITTED GRAPHIC
across
you have
to walk
gain 15
pounds
when
that it's
impossi-
ble to
think
major
said,
nications
-/
Fiasco is taking music back to
the days when music was about
making ends meet and designed
With tracks like "Real," featur-
ing Sarah Green, and "Pressure"
featuring big-homie Jay-Z,
Artists all over the industry are
speaking on how he could be the
next Messiah.
behind him, Fiasco has set him-
selfapart from the rest.
There was also a short rumor
that linked him to Kanye West
over the "Diamonds are Forever"
track. However, with all that
style was compared to Pharrell's
In the beginning, Fiasco's
Push", and "I Gotcha", already
got the streets asking who this
kid is.
indigestion.
With a couple ofteasers
already out, singles "Kick,
Fiasco has aplatinum, one-
way ticket to the top that has
been cashed in.
break down and bust that $20,1
promise LupeFiasco Gotcha cov-
ered.
The album is filled with
bangers and acouple of songs or
your soul. If the co-signing of
President Carter isn't enough,
Coast mode
Armedwith a swagger differ-
ent from thatofmusic that has
been clogging the airwaves late-
ly, Fiasco is that well needed
breath of fresh air that will defi-
nitely put you in Skate, Push,
artists: Kanye West, Common
and Twista, where like them, he
uses his talent for the uplifting of
hip-hop.
Fiasco's musical style is simi-
lar to that of fellow Chicago
knows; 'Grand Fashion.' With a
debut LP that touches on real life
issues, Fiasco doesn't fall into
the gap of grills and rims.
where he uses his life to take
"Pressure", a more string filled
track, gives you two versus
everyday pressures off. He gives
the final verse to Jay, where he
finishes it the only way he
thatkids are told in school from
day one and how they are taught
to live following those lies.
"Give um' a bunch a lies', and
teach um' that it'sreal..is
how Fiasco describes the lies
"Real," a hard -hittingdrum
driven beat, discusses how peo-
ple are continually being lied to.
Lupe wants to give people some-
thing real, something they can-
feel.
to focus on issues that are
affecting people.
rap game in the stomach, and a
taste ofhis LP is definitely need-
ed to combat that bubblegum
Park, "Food& Liquor" will set
you at ease. Equipped with food
for the soul, Fiasco has hit the
until Jay arrives
Production from heavy hitters
like the Neptunes, Kanye West
and Mike Shinoda ofLinkin
debut album, "Food & Liquor,"
on Atlantic Records, and it might
be the only thing to hold you
Chicago born Lupe "Skate-
push" Fiasco has dropped his
cat that should be given an ear.
With the airwaves over flow-
ing with lean wit' it, rock wit' it
rhythms, therap game has lacked
the one thing that has character-
ized its existence since day one,
"realness." Music has gone bub-
blegum, and until Jay's return in
November, there is this young
km
MCT CAMPUS
Every student should be care-
ful ofhow much they consume.
Anyone can gain weight, but
it is up to the person to catalyze
and control it.
In the end, weight gain
depends on each individual's
metabolism and eating habits
hand U , —, ,.
freedom
that is like none other.
From going to parties, joining
clubs and organizations and then
getting bombarded with the
heavy work load, can play have
a major toll on how the body
changes.
Women seem to be more
prone to gaining this weight
than their male counterparts.
Observations of campus indi-
cate that men often spend hours
on the basketball court or on
the football fields justplaying
There are many other factors
that can attribute to this myth.
The consumption of alcohol at
various parties (even though
freshman and anyone under 21
should not be drinking alcohol
at all) adds empty calories
which are extremely hard to
lose
Dining in the cafeteria can
also add unnecessary calories
because not many students are
constantly stay on the go," said
Roe Russell, a freshman market-
ing major.
campus
to the
cafe and
back,"
Jackson
said I
Students
begin to
experi-
ence
University on Sunday. The gift
ofcelebration for overcoming so
many battles as a race and the
realization ofwhat is important
to the community is the feeling
many have after.
North Carolina A&T State
Sweet Honey inthe Rock left
a perhaps the greatest giftto
Continued from page 1
"How great is it to have them
for there-opening of Harrison .
I can only imagine what the
future has forA&T." says
Gregory Horton a social profes-
sor of theatre.him. They taught me. It's like a
history lesson ina song. I can't
believe anything like that hap-
pened. It's crazy," Stated bold-
ly by Mary Hastrye, a member
of the community.
strange that I never heard of
" Wow!! I'm speechless.
They are so informative. It's
head and clap, but there was an
eerie silence on this ballad.
in the Rock
from the members ofA&T and
the community.
After the concert is seemingly
over, Sweet Honey in the Rock
leaves to a standing ovation
Perhaps the song the song that
stood out the most was "Ballad
for Harry Moore." While other
songs were performed, members
of the audience wouldbob their
The selections "Bye and Bye"
and "Precious Memories" were
tear jerkers for every audience
member.
It's hard to realize that you are
the reason that some people are
going without. But it's a good
thing.
"They made me think, "am I
really greedy?" said Brandon
Donaldson of the song Greed.
Sweet Honey
journal-
ism and
Arts & Life
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Now a senior
Kwaku Purnell is a
celebrity Aggie in
the making.
entertainer, entre-
preneur and fashion
designer, Ayinde
But from passing, it
is unlikely that one
would know much
about him. Not only
a full time student,
but also an artist,
party at the club
Hall or hosting a
dent union, goingto
classes in Craig
He can be spotted
sitting in the stu-
which he grew up
When asked who
have been the most
influential people in
his life, he immedi-
ately mentions his
mother, father, and
community in
mature, collegiate,
fashionably intelli-
gent," hesaid.
"I wantto say [it
is for the] the
artistically and indi-
vidually unique in
their style.
art," said Purnell
His clothing line
is designed for an
audience that is
Purnell manages to
have his own busi-
ness and still stay
focused in school.
"Time manage-
ment; school is
A question that
may arise to many
people is how
Cassi, blinded by a genetic
disorder justas he graduated from high
school, found another kind oflibera-
tion. He spent much of the year after
graduation, he said, "partying, grieving,
not working and going nowhere fast."
Now, "I've gotten on theright path. I've
gotten serious. Everything in life thatI
want to happen is happening."
Oakland, Calif., Las Vegas,
Chattanooga, Term., and Baltimore
cities that she's navigated alone since
enrolling at the center: Monroe, La.,
social work at the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas. Merrily, she lists
Meas now plans to join her
boyfriend _ now fiance _ and study
Davis and Berkeley and her boyfriend
went toLas Vegas.
with a super-magnifier the books that
were a blur in class. Thatdidn't work so
well at Sacramento State, said Meas,
23, and she found herself depressed and
housebound after friends moved to
she'd deniedher virtualblindness for
years by, for example, patronizing only
familiar places and reading at home
Herclassmate and mentor, Terri
Meas, from Sacramento, Calif, said
people were available to take me some-
where, so I was always living on some-
body else's time," said Deja Rolfe, 23,
of Salt Lake City. In her second week
in Ruston, "I walked 12 blocks to the
city market, something I'd never have
doneback home."
"My schedule depended on when
Cane travel, home economics and
deftness with computer software for the
blind are among the center's require-
ments ofall students because they're
liberating. And liberation is the heart of
the matter.
The biggest challenge is hearing a
nearly silent electric car. (Answer to
date: Listen for tire sounds. The
NationalFederation for theBlind is
working with automakers to find a bet-
ter one.)
streets.) How do you know when you're
in an alley? (Answer: By the echo that
a tapping cane tip makes when walls or
fences are nearby.)
Some orientation is duh-simple, such
as determining the distinctive smells of
shoe stores and pharmacies. Then it
gets harder. How do you distinguish,
for example, between streets and park-
ing lot entrances and exits? (Answer:
Parking lots typically have pavement
seams where they intersect with
downtown
and clean on their own, to the center
only way to cover the half-mile from
the apartments, where students cook
20,000. Indeed, "cane travel" is the
away ifit's in the lane parallel to you;
toward it if it's in a perpendicular lane.)
Straight traffic crossings are a skill that
everyone at the Louisiana center learns
by navigating the university town and
rail hub, which has a population of
The right response, he now knows, is
a quick course correction based on the
directionof the traffic noise. (Veer
riverrapids didn't hold a candle to the
first time he heard the sound of oncom-
ing traffic while crossing a major inter-
section in Ruston_ just as he realized
that he'd veered offcourse and missed
the opposite curb.
something of an amusement park's
unreality, some students said. For a real
adrenaline rush, Cowsar said, riding
As for the challenges to courage, they
drew whoops and screams but bore
gallon ofmilk _was evident enough to
require self-deprecating humor ofany-
one at the drop of ahat. Tact, too, was
instinctive in a group where it was hard
to be certain who was listening.
At the same time, the fallibili-
ty ofblind life _ whether itwas ciga-
rettes being lit in the middle or a bowl
of citrus Raisin Bran produced by mis-
taking a gallon oforange juice fora
"Ifyou start saying no to the
little things, it makes iteasy to say no
to the big things," Darnell continued as,
behind him, a young man dropped his
cane in a memorable spot and started
up eight flights of stairs to the top of a
water slide.
In fact, virtually all the school's stu-
dents bit on every excursion challenge.
home _ thatand ammunition when peo-
ple tell you you can't do something,"
said JerryDarnell, the school's pony-
tailed shop instructor.
All the derring-do "gives people
bragging rights when they get back
All therisking and winning
made for happy campers, for the most
part. Their success wasn't inevitable _
counselor dislocated a shoulder on the
slide _ but it was enough to give the
group an intoxicating brimful ofesprit
Being blind may make it better,
Cowsar ventured: "It's less anticipation,
more adrenaline."
"You know how they tell you never
to look down? Well, we can't!" Luke
Cassi, 19, a brush-cut former high
school jockfrom Ravenna, Ohio, said
after his zip-line adventure.
The private, federally subsi-
dized schools train students to get
around with canes, read Braille, shop,
cook, clean and master software that
turns computer-screen words and some
images into audible speech.
Confidence-buildingis the essential
spice in everything, which is why
Allen's students spent three days in
leafy eastern Tennesseeriding rapids,
hiking, teetering with arms outstretched
across cables strung between tree trunks
and skimming 1,000feet down a moun-
tain on a zip line.
Littleton enjoy similar success
More than 500 at Southern march against violence
ByJerrica Skidmore
Black College Wire
The slight breeze and 80-
degree temperature provided the
perfect backdrop for Southern
University students, administra-
tionand faculty to march
throughout the heart of the Baton
Rouge, La., campus chanting •
messages against violence and a
better awareness for the universi-
ty-
"I was not aware the march
was taking place today," said
Memorial Union
front of the Smith-Brown
By 11 a.m., approximately 200
students stepped inunison down
Harrison Boulevard, behind the
Southern University Law Center,
past the John B. Cade Library,
before ending with a rally in
The Sept. 20 march began on
Elton C. Harrison Boulevard, in
front ofSeymour Gymnasium,
where march participants gath-
ered around 10:40 a.m.
Baker, La. "We are here to make
change while learning."
Cristtenden, a sophomore thera-
peutic recreation major from
games," said Chassity
"I feel this march will show
faculty and staff' that we "stu-
dents are not just focusing on
attending parties and football
themselves, the university and
the community."
"This is one of the best events
I have seen [in which] students
from our university come togeth-
er and make change among
stretch.
along the march's two-mile
Theywere accompanied by the
rest of the crowd as they held up
peace signs as they traveled
For the march, Southern stu-
dents and faculty created posters
reading, "Let's make change,"
"No more violence" and "Let's
raise awareness ofviolence."
took place last year.
Southern University students
In addition to the Sept. 9 inci-
dent, a shooting involving a high
school studentand three
Charlene Anderson, captain of
the Southern University Police
Department.
who are not coming to view the
game but to just loiter," said
"This area will have barricades
inplace to offset individuals
where fans formerly could pur-
chase tickets was to be barricad-
ed.
detectors before entering the sta-
dium, and tailgating on the north
side of Harding Boulevard, near
the tennis courts, was to be pro-
hibited. In addition, an area
bags being carried into A.W.
Mumford Stadium. All attendees
were to pass through metal
They were to include a com-
plete search ofall purses and
The university implemented
new security procedures during
the university's next home game,
against North Carolina Central
on Sept. 23.
allegedly shot Jackson during an
argument over a parking space.
security officer, hired to watch a
parking lot near the campus,
Mississippi Valley State on Sept.
9, which led to the death of59-
year-old Freddie Jackson. A
during the university's first home
football game against
The march was prompted by a
shooting incident off-campus
accompanying percussion of the
Southern University Marching
Band, "The Human Jukebox,"
trailing the entourage ofpartici-
pants.
increase the peace," to the
Within minutes ofits start, the
march's crowd swelled from 200
to more than 500 students who
chanted, "Stop the violence,
Darren Radcliff, a recent gradu-
ate from the CollegeofArts and
Humanities at Southern. "But as
soon as I heard the news, I came
out to show my support."
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The majority oflarger univer-
sities' police departments have
accredited programs.
Perks ofaccreditation include
a drop in liability insurance rates
and areduction in the threat of
law suits.
real accreditation assessments
prepare for CALEA and their
ments performed before each
otherhelp the departments to
Things such as mock assess-
agencies in North Carolina who
work together to help one anoth-
er accomplish different things
throughout their departments.
Accreditation Network (NC
LEAN). This is a network of
accredited law enforcement
CarolinaLaw Enforcement
A&T's police department is
also involved with the North
"A&T's Police Department is
here to help the students as well
as faculty and stafftobe aware
oftheir surroundings, and stay
safe; not to harass students and
make their lives miserable on
campus. Because you are here
we are here" saidLt. Black.
Continued from Page 2
Accreditation
News
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At boot camp for blind students,
the greatest help is the help they don't get
de corpsBy Frank Greve
MCT Campus
Colorado Center for theBlind, in
Blind Inc., in Minneapolis, and the
other centers founded on the same six-
to-nine month boot camp approach _
gaining favor for the best ofreasons: its
success. While nearly three-quarters of
blind adults are unemployed, 9 out of
10of the Louisiana center's graduates
find work or enroll in college. Two
The approach, which draws
students from across the country, is
directorPam Allen explained
The school's purpose is to
build the skills and confidence that free
graduates to regard blindness as "not a
tragedy or a debilitating disease, but a
characteristic or maybe a nuisance,"
"I think it's more exhilarating
NOT to see what you're getting into,"
Cowsar, of Springfield, La., said after-
ward, showing precisely the pluck that
the center promotes among its students
bucked and furiously paddled their way
down 5 miles ofthe Ocoee's Class III
and IV rapids. Which they couldn't see.
enrollees, they recently bounced,
Ruston, La. With most ofits 20
Louisiana Center for theBlind in
undertaker. Like the other man, Harlon
Cowsar, 35, a once-and-future college
student, Lambright attends the tiny
The older man is Jerrel Lambright
57, a bass-voiced once-and-future
"Yeah," the olderreplied, "but if we
drown, they'll call us dumb a— who
got what they deserved."
As two men waded with theirrubber
raft into the thundering Ocoee River for
a run down its serious rapids, the
younger man crowed, "If we survive
this, we'll be heroes!"
them. Grandfatherclocks and hope
chests are common. One father built a
jungle gym for his kids.
like. The graduation requirement is to
make something that uses most of
warned to shun: radial arm saw, table
saw, drill press, lathe, router and the
In shop class, instructor
Darnell trains students to use every
power tool that a blind person is
None of this is easy, and as in Marine
boot camps, mostrecruits are raw. That
was evident as one new student helped
to prepare the group's dinner by muti-
lating a cucumber while another discov-
ered the water-to-powder formula for
Kool-Aid.
In a month or so, he'll go back to his
old job and lifearmed with new com-
puter skills _ plus new confidence in
handling a skillet.
microwave."
Lambright, blinded five years ago by
glaucoma, said he quit his undertaker
jobbecause he couldn't do the paper-
work. Then, he said, he found himself
stuck at home in Field, La., near Lake
Charles, "overmothered" by a doting
sister and daughter who poured his cof-
fee, cut his meat and "didn't want me to
cook anything unless it was in the
received a warm ovation,
"There were a lot of bad
things that went on in here as
a shelter," said Josh Rutledge,
a Mississippi fireman.
"Hopefully, today it will help
people get through all that."
While the dome saved
30,000 lives as New Orleans
residents sought shelter from
the hurricane, those people
suffered through unimagin-
able conditions for seven
days, and 10people died
there, according to dome offi-
cials.
Once the waters receded,
850 men and women went to
work on a massive $185 mil-
lionreconstruction project
that is not yet complete.
"As I look back on the last
12 months ... I feel like we
threw a Hail Mary pass and
someone showed up to catch
it," formerNFL commission-
erPaul Tagliabue saidofthe
reconstruction.
Ninth Ward remains a ghost
The rebuilding ofthe dome
has sparked some controversy,
considering that justsix miles
away, the devastatedLower
town littered by rubble and hun-
dreds ofabandoned and
destroyed homes. Still, the city
has rallied around the Saints as
the team sold all its season tick-
ets (68,354) for the first time in
the franchise's 40-year history.
"It doesn't matter ifthey don't
win another game," said Kerry
Bruce, a 43-year-old taxi driver.
"People will always remember
this day."
WarrickDunn to just44 yards
after he came into the game
spent the entire night scrambling
averaging 133. Michael Vick
They shut down the league's
top rushing offense, holding
In a game that was surrounded
with the pageantry that normally
accompanies a Super Bowl, the
Saints played like they were tak-
ing out a year's worth of frustra-
tion on the Falcons (2-1).
reason to smileafter a year of
frustration, anger and sadness.
For over three hours, the
Saints (3-0) gave an entire city
something to cheer for and a
population (ofNew Orleans)
inside that dome. That is who
we were playing for."
"Infinite joy," said Gleason,
the Saints safety who got every-
thing started. "I was here when
we went through total agony. I
wish we could have the total
Atlanta Falcons, 23-3, before an
emotional crowd 70,003 who
welcomed their beloved team
back home.
Katrina and manhandled the
: The New Orleans Saints
returned to the Superdome for
■the first time since Hurricane
"Itwas like an explosion,"
said Deloatch, the former Giant
and N.C. A&T alum.
Superdome erupted with a
delirious and deafening roar.
(MCT)
NewYork Daily News
ByOhm Youngmisuk
Steve Gleason busted through
the line to blockAtlanta's first
punt and Curtis Deloatch dove
on the ball for a touchdown less
|han two minutes into Monday
night's game, a packed
NEWORLEANS When
Up 7-3, the Saints added their
Just 1:30 into the game,rook-
ie punter Michael Koenen's punt
was blocked inside theAtlanta
20, leading to the Saints' quick
7-0 lead.
formed the coin toss
President GeorgeBush per-
But the Saints owned the
night almost from the moment
U2 and Green Day finished their
pregame concert and former
defense. Vick also was plagued
by several dropped passes from
his receivers.
as he was sacked five timesby a
relentless and brilliant Saints
second touchdown when Devery
Henderson completed a reverse
by taking a handoff from rookie
Reggie Bush and scoring on an
11-yardrun. John Carney added
three field goals as Saints fans
celebrated with ear-splitting fer-
vor.
blocks away from the
Superdome and was given the
gameball by the team after
delivering a stirring pregame
speech to the Saints. Johnson
gave the game ball to owner
Johnson, who grew up six
"It means a lot," said Dallas
Mavericks coach Avery
Benson briefly considered tak-
ing the team to Texas. People all
over the city were encouraged to
All day Monday, fans cele-
brated the Saints' return after the
team played in San Antonio and
Baton Rouge last year and
from all that has gone on here,"
Johnson added. "But if it is just
for three hours, you never know
how that can reenergize some-
body andbring them some joy
and hope."
solve all ofour problems or take
away the misery or the hurt
football game is not going to
Tom Benson. "Obviously, a
Some fans sprinted in through
the gates to see the refurbished
dome. At Gate C, the first 150
fans allowed in were firemen,
"You could come down here
this week and feel like it was
Mardi Gras or spring break or
the Super Bowl," Saints quarter-
back Drew Brees said.
Street, where fans brought traf-
fic to a complete halt in front of
the Superdome while the Goo
Goo Dollsplayed outside.
Street all the way to Poydras
wear black and gold in a show
ofcivic pride, and Saints jerseys
could be seen from Bourbon
Dunwoody's mentoring
program meant well
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Saints march in with hope, march out with win
September 27, 2006
Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Editor
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News Editor With your bachelor's degree, you can
become an Army Officer and be a leader
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School (OCS), you'll learn management
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Singleton at 336-854-8580
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The university may be in violation. With this, I
had an ethical problem as a journalist.
It is not my desire to do harm to the university;
however, it is my job to report the facts.
I optioned to do my job.
there was some failure in this area, but thereader
can make that decision on which the blame could
be put on.
Obviously, there was a breakdown in communi-
cation. Todd and Dunwoody would both agree
Freshman have their "welcome to football
moments." I justreceived my my welcome to
journalism moment.
Although he did have an issue with his pay, he
went to the Dowdy Building and there was no
check for him.
"The coaching turnover at the college level is
unbelievable," Green said.
This is where Dunwoody differed. Dunwoody,
retired BellSouth employee of 28 years, was doing
it for the love of the game.
Green said the reason coaches give tennis les-
sons is lucrative and they tend to do that to make
ends meet. She said that some tennis coaches are
poorly paid.
After thoroughly searching the NCAA handbook,
I contacted the Associate Athletic Director of
Compliance at Appalachian State University,
Barbara Green for some insight.
NCAA rules wouldbe broken."
I spent weeks working on this story so I could
correctly report the facts. In the story, I quoted
Athletic Director Dee Todd as saying, "if indeed
there were 14and 15 year olds in the program, the
After all, the players could put this service on
their resume.
I understand that Dunwoody's intentions were
pure. He was attempting to help the children while
providing real-life experience for his athletes.
In a follow-up interview, Dunwoody stated that
the children were 4 to 12 years old. He said the ini-
tial age range was a "guesstimate."
In that issue, I reported that Dunwoody said the
program was targeted at pairing his student-athletes
with children ranging in ages of4 to 15 years old.
Basically the idea was that players would conduct
mentoring sessions with the children.
The programwas in operation for six years
The Sept. 13 issue of the Register featured a
story citing that former men's tennis coach James
Dunwoody may have violated NCAA rules with a
mentor program he instituted for players.
men's tennis program
NCAA rule infraction committed by the former
It has neverbeen my style to cause controversy;
it should have been obvious that it would happen
when I uncovered information about a possible
RTESY OF EL
Shaun Alexander latest to fall to the Madden Curse
A broken bone in his left foot will keep Shaun Alexander outof action for at least a coupleof weeks
the stadium at Louisiana could
be compared to thatofthe leg-
endary Cameron Indoor Stadium,
home to the Duke Blue Devils
men and women basketsball
anything derogatory. They were
just helping their team win," said
head coachLee Fobbs.
! "They were calling them by
their names since they had ros-
ters, and they weren't saying
Aggies at any cost.
within the first three rows took a
hostile stand to heckle the
In order to ensure that the
Aggies would lose focus on the
task at hand, many fans
Even though the Aggies lost a
spirited effort, one ofthe bigger
stories to come out of the game
revolved around the "less than
admirable" southern hospitality
that the Aggies received from the
rowdy Louisiana crowd.
iRagin' Cajuns and lost 48-7
Saturday, the Aggies squared
off against the UL-Lafayette
enced hatred like that," he said.
Sports Editor Darrick Ignasiak
Contributed to this story.
have never as a team experi-
"They didn't call us the n-
word or anything like that, but
they were telling us stuff like go
back to where you came from. It
took us off guard because we
A&T linebacker Wilbert
Johnson (also featured onp. 9)
has vivid memories ofsome the
things thatwere directed to him
and his fellow teammates.
teams.
"When the students got to
harassing, the band started,"
Fobbs said. "That was their
responsiblity to help their team
win."
As the team bus drove into the
stadium, the players were greet-
ed with a barrage of students
who gave them some obscene
gestures. The tradition is known
as "finger alley."
"It's like they are welcoming
us into their neighborhood," said
Fobbs.
Athletic Director Dee Todd
wishes that the fans ofA&T will
implement a similar strategy for
theAggies' upcoming opponents
this season.
against a 12-mansquad
With all of the distractions that
surrounded the competition, it
made the Aggies'job, that was
already tough, that much more
difficult. In fact, it made it seem
as ifA&T was squaring off
The boisterous atmosphere of
"We need to get our students
to understand the value ofthe
12th man," said Todd.
AD Dee Todd urges Aggie fans to do the same
A&T gets no respect at UL-Lafayette
makingAlexander the latest Madden cover boy to fall to the Madden Curse. Every player that has been
on the cover since 2001 has been hurt the sameyear.
Who else is looking forward to
basketball season? Cheer up
Homecoming is around the corner
New Orleans Saintsfans celebrate as the banner dropsfor thereopening of the Super Dome during Monday nights game between the
Atlanta Falcons and the New Orleans Saints at the Super Dome in New Orleans, La.
Sports
policemen, national guards-
men and first-response mem-
bers who walked inunder a
downpour of confetti and
Aggies look to Johnson for leadership
Coaches hope his unselfishness rubs off
By Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Editor
PHOTO CREDIT: MIKE MCCRAY
(Top left and right) Senior outside llnbacker Will Johnson has
recorded 18 tackles for theAggies sofar In 2006. Johnson was the
Defensive MVP In the 2005 Aggie-Eagle Classic and has made the
transitionfrom free safetyto linebacker. "Me beinga player I'm
supposeto accept thatresponlsbllity and roll with thepunches,"
Johnson said. Johnson has made significant progress since his
freshman year. In four years he has moved fromscout team to a
captain,
Will Johnson will play foot-
ball at any cost, even ifit means
changing position to make his
defense stronger.
"He's kind of playing out of
position right now," said first
yearA&T coach Lee Fobbs
"We have moved him to outside
linebacker to give us some depth
at thatposition."
His biggest motivation came
during his freshman year with
the birth ofhis daughter, Saniya.
Saniya can be found at the
home games with Will's mother
wearing a shirt thathas "I love
daddy" and the number 27 on it.
She also wears a bandana that
says "my daddy is number 27."
"He is a great father," said
Saniya's mother Sabrina. "He
loves his daughtervery much.
Their chemistry is so good.
Everytime he comes home she is
the first person he wants to see."
Johnson's family also has a
yellow banner thathas his num-
ber on it. After the game, he
carries Saniya around and often
keeps her for weeks at a time.
Johnson used that motivation
to get past the scout team his
freshmanyear. Johnson, nor-
mally a free safety has seen
three coaches come through
team the fourth game of the sea-
Hayes was fired and Johnson
was told that he had to start over
again. He was not able to lift
with the team and joined the
A&T, was originially recruited
by legendary coachBill Hayes.
son
Johnson proved himselfto the
coaches and saw time in the
MEAC championship game in
2003.
He played on special teams
that game and proved to himself
and his family the quality of
player that he is
While Johnson was on the
scout team, he did everything
possible to get the coaches'
attention.
"All of the offensive coaches
were telling them how good I
had been doing day in and day
out," Johnson said. "My first
day out there, I knocked the
started running backs' helmet
off. I had this chip on my shoul-
derbecause I felt like I should
have been on the other side with
the starting defense."
Johnson — aWest Charlotte
high school graduate -was the
defensive MVP in the 2005
Aggie-Eagle Classic. He
recorded seven tackles and one
19-yard interception.
Johnson was the lone member
ofhis high school team tobe
selected toparticipate inthe
East-West Shrine Bowl at
GrimsleyHigh School. Aside
from football, Johnson blos-
somed in basketball his senior
year, averaging 15 points a
game
Johnson, a sports medicine
major, is not your average line-
backer. Opponents shouldnot
mistake his 195 pounds and 5'9"
"He is one of those leaders that
leads by example," Spane said.
"He is a shorter linebacker, he is
real quick, real shifty. He is
strong for his size. He has a lot
ofthings going for him."
The Johnson family will travel
to Saturday's game against
Norfolk State, but without
Saniya due to the long drive.
at linebacker.That meant a
change for Johnson.
"Me being a player I'm sup-
pose to accept thatresponsibility
and roll withthe punches,"said
Johnson, who has recorded 18
tackles for the Aggies in their
first three games.
Johnson is respected by his
team members. Just ask fresh-
man Spencer Spane
Lee Fobbs needed more depth
Dwike Wilson, A&T's line-
backer coach, said that his first
impression of Johnson was,
what is this little boy going to
do.
player and we moved him to
"Everybody talks real well of
him saying he is a good ball
linebacker," Wilson said. "He
plays with a chip on his shoulder
because everybody told him he's
too small. He's proved it
today."
said Johnson, who played line-
backer his senioryear ofhigh
school. "I tell them linebacker.
They say are you sure you're big
enough to play. It's not how big
you are. It's how big you play.
That has always been my philos-
ophy."
stature.
"If I'm out in Greensboro
when people recognize me they
say, what position do you play,"
Next week: Darrick Ignasiak interviews
Spencer Gywnn about his 43-year career
of covering football on Aggie radio, 90.1Sports
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Court declares Felipe Calderon the
next president of Mexico
"They haven't done everything
possible to get to the bottom of
what really happened," said
Ackerman. 'The way in which the
decision was made does sort of
play into Lopez Obrador's hands."
called Fox's role the election's
"biggest irregularity."
The judges also trimmed
Calderon's margin of victory from
244,000 votes, announced at the
end of the official count, to
233,831 _ a margin ofabout 0.56
percent. The smaller victory
resulted from mathematical errors
and other problems the court dis-
covered during its partial review
of ballots.
But the court didn't release
specifics from a review it under-
took ofcertain precincts. That
omission is likely to fuel Lopez
Obrador's protest movement, said
JohnAckerman, a Mexican elec-
tion law expert at the National
Autonomous University of
Mexico
Citing Mexico's strict electoral
Lopez Obrador had challenged
Calderon's victory on a number
of fronts, alleging fraud and ille-
gal interference in the election
process from Fox and a business
group that backed Calderon.
The tribunal dismissed the
fraud allegations on Aug. 28, but
it reserved until Tuesday ruling
on Lopez Obrador's other allega-
tions
Lopez Obrador has
given few signs that he intends to
back down. But on Monday, for
the first time, he raised the possi-
bility of defeat. "What we're plan-
ning could be a dream, it might
not bear fruit, we might fail," he
said. But only three days earlier
he'd spewed his trademark venom
toward Calderon the "usurper,"
Fox the "traitor" and Mexico's
"corrupt" federal bureaucracy.
"They can go to hell with their
institutions," he said then. "We're
going to have our own govern-
ment."
La Reforma, the central Mexico
City boulevard where thousands
ofLopez Obrador supporters
have been sleeping in tents that
prevent any vehicular traffic.
_ Mexico City's sprawling central
square, or Zocalo.
Lopez Obrador also has said
he'll stage a "national democratic
convention" on Sept. 16 at the
center of the traditional festivities
Lopez Obrador allies suggested
that Lopez Obrador and his sup-
porters should drop theirplans
for ongoing protests in favor of
negotiations with Calderon.
Other political leaders, con-
cerned that continued protests
could make Mexico ungovern-
able, also urged reconciliation
head of the Institutional
"What I'm calling for is a con-
structive dialogue that is respect-
ful, inclusive and tolerant," said
Mariano Palacios Alcocer, the
Revolutionary Party, or PRI,
whichruled Mexico for seven
decades until Fox, like Calderon
a member of the National Action
Party, or PAN, won in 2000.
'The important thing now is a
dialogue that will restore govern-
ability," Palacios said.
U.S. Ambassador Tony Garza
congratulated Calderon in a state-
ment that made only an oblique
reference to Lopez Obrador. "In
any election, there must be a win-
ner and a loser _ and one key to
a strong democracy is having can-
didates who can be both with
grace and dignity," he said.
Lopez Obrador and his most
ardent followers, convinced that
the election was stolen from
them, have long telegraphed how
they'd respond if the court
declared Calderon the victor:
Permanent rebellion. Street
protests as far as the eye can see
"We will not permit a president
who manipulated the vote of the
people to take office on
December 1," he said
For weeks, Lopez Obrador and
his partisans have been waging a
campaign of civil resistance,
camping out in tents in down-
town Mexico City and marching
in the streets. The protests have
snarled traffic and are beginning
to inflict increasingly serious eco-
nomic damage on hotels, restau-
rants and other businesses.
The next big flashpoint looms
on Mexico's Independence Day,
Sept. 16, when long-planned cele-
brations could bring angry pro-
testers into a confrontation with
federal police and the Mexican
military.
The head of Mexico's armed
forces, Gen. Gerardo Clemente
Vega Garcia, said the customary
military parade wouldn't be dis-
rupted or deviated from its tradi-
tional route _ down the Paseo de
Efforts to disrupt Calderon's
inauguration.
Lopez Obrador's campaign
manager, Jesus Ortega Martinez,
told reporters last weekend that
lawmakers from Lopez Obrador's
Party of the Democratic
Revolution, or PRD, would block
Calderon's swearing-in just like
they stopped Fox from delivering
his state ofthe union speech last
week.
In the meantime, several union
leaders, intellectuals and other
MEXICO CITY _ Mexico's top
electoral tribunal on Tuesday
declared conservative Felipe
Calderon president-elect of
Mexico, more than nine weeks
after the disputed July 2 election,
but the decision was unlikely to
end protests by supporters of
Calderon's leftist opponent.
The tribunal's seven judges
unanimously rejected claims by
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador
that Calderon's victory was fraud-
ulent, clearing the way for
Calderon's inauguration on Dec.
1.But the court criticized busi-
ness supporters of Calderon and
outgoing President Vicente Fox
for actions that the judges said
tainted the results, though not
enough to merit annulling the
elections.
'There is no perfect election. ..To think otherwise would be a
Utopia," said Judge Alfonsina
Navarro Hidalgo. "As the work of
humans, elections are susceptible
to the fallibility of mankind."
Neither Calderon nor Lopez
Obrador offered immediate com-
ment, but bothwere expected to
address their respective support-
ers Tuesday evening.
"My hands tremble as I write,
but in this war I was against Israel_ make no mistake _ my coun-
try," he wrote. "You can say it's
treason, you can say what you
want, but I am still unable to
JERUSALEM _ For two years,
author Sayed Kashua, an Arab-
Israeli, has been writing a popular
weekly newspaper column for one
of Israel's largest Hebrew-language
newspapers, Haaretz. The column
often takes a lighthearted look at
discrimination, racism and the
challenges facing the Arab minor-
ity in this largely Jewish nation.
But a few weeks ago, as Israel's
summer war with Hezbollah in
Lebanon wound down, Kashua
made what was for his Jewish
readers a startling confession. He
confessed he'd been hoping Israel
would lose.
The piece generated scores of
angry e-mails, letters and phone
calls. It also exposed the simmer-
ing anger that Israel's Arab citi-
zens feel over how their country
treats them and became one
more provocation for an anti-
Arab backlash that's still unfold-
understand how I can be happy
when I hear that another IDF
(Israel Defense Forces) tankhas
been hit and, at the same time,
be afraid that I have friends
inside it."
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Hezbollah for their losses; they
blamed their government. Arab-
Israeli politicians criticized Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert for
Even so, relatives of the Arab-
Israeli victims didn't blame
Many Jewish Israelis felt as
though they'd been betrayed.
unleashing an overpowering mili-
tary response after Hezbollah kid-
napped two Israeli soldiers in the
July 12 cross-border ambush.
Kashua said they shouldn't
have been surprised.
"You have to be a really, really
very stupid Israeli to think that
Arabs like you," Kashua said at
his home outside Jerusalem. "I
think the Israelis did all their best
to make Arabs hate this country."
Israel's attorney general has
launched an investigation into a
group ofArab-Israeli lawmakers
who took a postwar solidarity trip
to Syria, a journey that may have
violated the country's ban on vis-
its to "enemy nations."
And in Haifa, a city that touts
its long history ofArab-Jewish co-
existence, the city council ousted
its Arab-Israeli deputy mayor after
he repeatedly went on television
during the war to criticize Israel.
"Jews and Arabs did not come
out of this war more united," said
Elie Rekhess, director of the
Adenauer Program for Jewish-
Arab Cooperation at the Dayan
Center of TelAviv University.
"Instead, the mistrust between
Jews and Arabs has deepened."
Arab-Israelis suffered more
than their share ofcasualties
from Hezbollah rocket attacks
during the war. Arabs make up
about 1 in 5 of Israel's popula-
tion. But more than 1 in 4 of
those killed by Hezbollah rockets_ at least 14 of the 54Israeli dead
were Arabs
Conservative Israeli lawmaker
Effi Eitam denounced Arab-
Israelis as "a band of traitors of
the first degree" and a dangerous
"fifth column" that should be
barred from participating in
Israeli politics.
politician Benjamin Netanyahu as
an "angel of death."
The Israeli parliament's ethics
committee last week suspended
two Arab-Israeli lawmakers, one
for a day, the other for three days,
after one called the defense min-
ister a "child-murderer" and the
other denounced opposition
imagesare simulated.©2006 Alltel Communications,Inc. Allrights reserved.
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(MCT)
code, the court found that
independent television ads spon-
sored by Calderon-friendlybusi-
ness leaders did violate Mexican
law. It also ruled that Fox's advo-
cacy for Calderon, who served in
Fox's Cabinet as energy minister,
also violated the rules. Judge
Navarro
By JayRoot
McClatchy Newspapers
(MCT)
War with
Hezbollah
has left
Jewish, Arab
Israelis
more divid-
ed than ever
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Head of the Class
More than half of the CEOs of the 50 biggest U.S.
companies by revenue graduated from public colleges Ivy League
(right). A sampling of where some top names completed other*-their studies,along with a look at some fellow grads: 6 -For Many, theRouteTo SuccessBeginsAt State UniversityCard SharksBlackjack isamong themost popular casino JfmHgames behind slots. mmSMNevada gambling ijinP S(revenue by type j8 j
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CEO, Procter & (M.B.A., Harvard)
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0. Gene Bicknell, founder, National
Pizza Co.; Gary Busey, actor
Bob Dole, former U.S. Senate
majority leader; Don Johnson, actor
B.S. and M.S., University of Kansas
(Master's of management, MIT)
H. Lee Scott B.S., Pittsburg State University,
CEO, Wal-Mart Stores Kansas
Alan Mulally
CEO, Ford Motor
B.S., Georgia State UniversityKenneth Lewis
CEO, Bank of America
Richard Lenny, CEO, Hershey Co.
Ludacris, musician
William McLaren Bristol, co-
founder of Bristol-Myers Squibb;
Thomas Vilsack, governor of Iowa
television host
Karlis Ulmanis, former president
ofLatvia; Johnny Carson, former
B.S., University of Nebraska
Lincoln (M.S., economics,
Columbia Business School)
Warren Buffett
CEO, Berkshire
Hathaway
cruiter Spencer Stuart. But morere-
ceived their undergraduate degrees
from the University of Wisconsin
than from Harvard, the most repre-
sented Ivy school.
Buffett's Way
J Berkshire Haulaway's Mr.' Buffett didn't even want to go to icollege. He enrolled at Univer- 55sity of Pennsylvania's WhartonSchool as an undergraduate at,,
~ his father's behest. He stayed 'just two years, then returnedhome to Omaha and graduated
from Nebraska within a year.
At his father's urging again,
Mr. Buffett applied to Harvard
Business School, which rejected
him as too young, he says. By
then, he was devouring the books ,
of investors David Dodd and Ben-
jamin Graham,who advocated in-' ■vesting in companies that had"intrinsic business value"-a
view that became Mr. Buffett's
guiding investment principle.
1 When he learned the two were
teaching at Columbia Universi-~ ty's business school, he wrote to- them to ask if he could attendtheir lectures. He earned a Mas-
ter's degree in economics atColum-
bia in 1951. "But I didn't go there for •a degree, I went for those two teach-
ers, who were already my, heroes,"
he says.
One reason more Ivy League
alumni aren't CEOs may be that
many go to investment banks and big
law firms, where they can earn big
sums quickly and won't have to start
in entry-level management jobs.
"A lot ofpeople who earn degrees
from tier-one universities and busi-
ness schools aren't willing to start
at the bottom of a huge company,"
says Richard Tedlow, a business his-
torian at Harvard Business School.
The exception are some founders
of high-tech companies who never
completed college. They found their
classes less compelling than their'
own ideas. Bill Gates quit Harvard
to start Microsoft, Michael Dell quit,
the University of Texas-Austin to
start.Dell Computer and Steve Jobs
quit Reed College in Portland, Ore.,
to work at Atari and then found Ap-
ple Computer. None ever returned to ■
college to complete a formal degree.
In a graduation speech at Stan- ?,
ford last year, Mr. Jobs said college,
like any life decision, is up to each
individual. "You have to trust your
gut," he said.
Other CEOs got their start on
small, isolated campuses. A.G. Laf-
ley, Procter & Gamble's CEO, chose
Hamilton College in Clinton, N.Y.,
because he wanted a solid liberal-
arts education and to be assured a
spot on the intercollegiate basket-
ball team. A history major who grad-
uated in 1969, he was elected presi-
dent of his sophomore class, became
a fraternity officer and spent his jun-
ior year studying in France.
"I learned to think, to communi-
cate, to lead, to get things done," he
says, adding that those qualities are
what he seeks in job candidates at
his company.
Harvard's nine current CEOs in-
clude United Technologies' George
David and Microsoft's Steve Ball-
mer. Among Wisconsin's 10 current:
CEOs are Pitney Bowes's Michael
Critelli, Kimberly-Clark's Thomas
Fa lk and Halliburton's David Lesar.
Carol Bartz, chairman and ex-CEO
of Autodesk, majored in computer
science at Wisconsin.
What counts most, CEOs say, is a
person's capacity to seize opportuni-
ties. As students, they recall im-
mersing themselves in their inter-
ests, becoming campus leaders and
forging strong relationships with
teachers. And at state and lesser-
known schools, they sought chal-
lenges and mixed with students
from diverse backgrounds-an expe-
rience that helped them later in
their corporate climbs.
Bill Green, CEO of Accenture,
took a construction job when he
graduated from high school in west-
ern Massachusetts because he
"I don't care where someone
went to school, and that never
caused me to hire anyone or buy a
business," says Warren Buffett,
CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, who
graduated from theUniversity ofNe-
braska-Lincoln.
Seize the Day
The
college diplomas of the
nation's top executives
tell an intriguing story:
Getting to the corner of-
fice has more to do with
leadership talent and a
drive for success than it does with
having an undergraduate degree
from a prestigious university.
MostCEOs of thebiggest: coipora-
tions didn't attend highly selective
colleges. They went tostate universi-
ties, big and small, or to less-known
private colleges. Wal-Mart Stores
CEO H. Lee Scott, for example, went
to Pittsburg State University in Kan-
sas, Intel CEO Paul Otellini to Uni-
versity of San Francisco and Costco
Wholesale CEO James Sinegal to
San Diego City College.
Success in the upper echelons of
business management doesn't re-
quire attending a top-ranked school
witha powerful alumni network. To-
day's crop of chief executives say
they don'tfavor job candidates with
certain degrees.
By Carol Hymowitz
Some 10% of CEOs now heading
the top 500 companies received Ivy
League undergraduate degrees, ac-
cording to a survey by executive re-
didn't think he had the ability to
pursue more education. He changed
his mind when he visited friends at
Dean College, a two-year commu-
nity school near Boston. "I realized
they were being exposed to a big
world-and I had a chance to take
another shot at: learning," he says.
At Dean, he got help from faculty
memberswho devotedthemselves to
their students, not "doing research
and writing books like professors at
four-year schools," he says.
Mr. Green went on toBabson Col-
lege for his bachelor's and M.B.A.
degrees. But he credits Dean with
teaching him to think analytically,
to gain confidence in his abilities
and to learn to work with people.
"You can go to a top-end school
and end up dramatically underper-
forming, or you can go to a place
that cares and blow away what ev-
eryone thinks," says Mr. Green.
A trustee at Dean, Mr. Green
says he feels angry when he encoun-
ters "parents who are afraid or
ashamed to say their son or daugh-
ter is attending a community col-
lege."
Sincerely
Flattering
The iPod,
By Nick Wingfbeid
And Robert A. Guth
Scantily clad female servers are
nothing new, but the core clientele
of such establishments traditionally
are men. By contrast, "Our business
mission is to make female custom-
ers happy and a staple of our busi-
ness," Mr. Riese says. "That's the
difference of me doing $10 million
and S20 million in business."
Odds & Ends
To be more than just an "upscale
Hooters," he says, a nightly beauty
pageant will star the female wait
staff. Diners will be encouraged to
vote for their favorite contestant.
And iffemale patrons like theNicole
Miller-designed bikinis and sarongs
worn by the waitresses, they can
buy them at the restaurant.
Toshiba is recalling 340,000 bat-
teries made by Sony for its laptops,
the latest in a series of embarrass-
ing battery problems for Sony. The
batteries in the Toshiba laptops
sometimes stop recharging or run
outof power, but no injuries or other
accidents have been reported, a
Toshibaspokesman said.... Housing
starts fell for the fifth time in the
past six months, dropping 6% in Au-
gust to a 1.665 million annual rate,
the Commerce Department said
Tuesday. That's the lowest rate in
three years.
Would You Like
A Bikini With That?
Waitresses in bikinis parading
oh arunway might be an easy sell to
men, but what about women?
That is the question facing res-
taurant entrepreneur Dennis Riese,
who has sunk Sll million into launch-
ing the Hawaiian Tropic Zone, a
splashy new restaurant set to open
on Times Square in New York on
Sept. 30.
Curiously, the showairs on Satur-
day afternoons before CBS's college
football broadcasts. In the past, the
major networks have taken a stance
to avoid mixing even a whiff of gam-
bling with football.
UBT is aimed at replicating the
TV audience's enthusiasm for
poker, which took off about four
years ago.
By lending its name to a develop-
ment, a school team can get part of
the purchase price, typically 1%.
'Blackjack' Ups Ante
For Gambling Shows
Blackjack wants to win the next
big pot in televised gambling.
CBS aired a new television series
called "Ultimate Blackjack Tour," or
UBT, which features professional-
level players competing in a newly
invented version of the game called
"Elimination Blackjack." The pro-
gram's final episodes were shot on a
sleek, "Who Wants to Be a Million-
aire"-style soundstage inLos Ange-
les. UBT is basically a high-volume,
pumped up variation of the card
game, with attractive women and
loud men in both dress and de-
meanor vying to win hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
By Jay Hershey
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Rooms With a View
Of the Stadium
Tripmates, which was launched
inAugust and has about 2,500 mem-
bers, markets itselfto youngertrav-
elers who want both inside advice
and the chance to meet, or date, fel-
low travelers or locals.
High-end condominium develop-
ments are springing up inmany col-
lege towns, drawing die-hard foot-
ball fans wanting a place to stay a
shortwalk from the stadium of their
alma mater. Some developments of-
fer management and concierge ser-
vices to help owners rent out the
condos like hotel rooms.
Trarnmell Crow Residential re-
cently teamed up with developer
Gameday Centers Southeastern to
marketcondosplanned near the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame, the Univer-
sity of Tennessee and other loca-
tions. Prices can range from
§145,000 for a studio across the
street from Rupp Arena, home of
the University of Kentucky Wildcats
basketball team, to nearly $1.1 mil-
lion for a penthouse at the recently
completed Tallahassee Center tied
to the Florida State Seminoles.
Established travel sites, like Ya-
hoo'sTrip Planner, also are building
social-networking features into their
sites so that travelers can read
about reviewers.
Looking to tap into the resources
of user-generated content that have
propelled advertising-supported net-
works like MySpace, start-ups like
Tripmates.com, Gusto.com and Re-
alTravel.com let people correspond
directly with locals or other travel-
ers with similar tastes and interests
to find little-known destinations-
and bargains. Members register
and post personal profiles that allow
other users to judge the value of a
given review.
The first entertainmentcompany
to embrace the system is Warner
Music Group. The two companies
have agreed that Warner Music will
post its catalog of music videos on
YouTube and collect an unspecified
percentage of the revenue from ad-
vertising appearing alongside them.
Travel Secrets Online
In addition, the new system will
give YouTube users a legitimate way
to create videos with soundtracks
that use music from Warner artists.
New Ways to Trade
Social networking is becoming
one of the latest innovations in the
online travel world.
Ford Chief Financial Officer Don
Leclair declined to comment on any
talks with GM, but didn't rule out
technology-sharing arrangements.
YouTube to Feature
New Rights Solution
Video-sharing site YouTube, in a
move that could defuse the threat of
legal action against it, is racing to
overhaul the way media and enter-
tainment companies view unli-
censed online use of their content.
YouTube is rolling outtechnology
designed to automatically spot copy-
righted material that users upload
without the permission of media
companies, and then to share ad rev-
enue with those companies.
Consumers go to YouTube to
watch videos more than 100 million
times a day and submit more than
65,000 videos a day.
Aborted talks between General
Motors and Ford about a possible
alliance demonstrate the sweeping
changes in the auto industry and the
once-unthinkable alternatives De-
troit's traditional giants are willing
to consider to stay competitive.
The Nos. 1 and 2 U.S. auto mak-
ers briefly discussed an alliance but
dropped theidea and plan no further-
talks, people familiar with the mat-
ter said. Leaders at GM and Ford
are committed to pursuing their sep-
arate restructuring plans, sources
said. GM also is exploring the idea
of an alliance with Renault and Nis-
san, although it is unclear if these
talks will bear fruit.
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Despite Apple's imposing lead,
its rivals believe they may be able to
win over consumers-including
large numbers of people who
haven't already bought digital mu-
sic players—by offering products
with features that aren't currently
available from Apple. Microsoft's
new digital music device, Zune, has
the ability to wirelessly share mu-
sic. RealNetworks, for its part,
plans to load SanDisk players with
30 hours of music from artists like
Coldplay, Jay-Z and the Rolling
Stones (the songs can be played for
30 days, or longer if users become
paying customers of Rhapsody).
"You've got to come to the party
withsomething pretty special," says
Mike McGuire, an analyst at Gart-
ner, adding that it remains to be
seen whether therival offerings will
make a dent in iPod's market share.
Zune will be the first music
player that Microsoft will sell under
its own brand. Like Apple, Microsoft
oversaw thedesign of the player and
the whole system around it.
Critical to the plan is an online
entertainment service called Zune
Marketplace. Like Apple does with
iTunes, Microsoft will run the ser-
vice itself, a plan executives expect
will yield aneasier-to-use andbetter
experience for Zune users.
fter yearsofwatching Ap-
ple's success in digital
music, rivals are ripping
a page from the compa-
ny's playbook
■A. -JLL. RealNetworks Inc.
lias announced a deal with SanDisk
to sell a device specifically designed
to work with RealNetworks' online
music service, Rhapsody. The move
follows one made by Microsoft,
which will release a digital music
player of its own design this holiday
season that will be closely coupled
with its own online music service.
The deals are an effort by Apple
competitors to improve technologi-
cal coordination between online
song sellers and digital-device mak-
ers. Many consumers have been
frustrated by hardware and soft-
ware glitches when they tryto down-
load songs sold by one company
onto a gadget made by another. The
iTunes Store and iPods, by contrast,
have long worked smoothly because
they were both designed from the
startby one company, Apple, tooper-
ate together.
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B.A., Ithaca College Judith Girard, president of HGTV;
Ricki Lake, actress
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